Mitinet Library Services 2018-19 update for INFOhio Members

Mitinet has partnered with INFOhio since 2013 to provide member libraries with affordable access to industry-leading MARC data services for Reading Programs such as Lexile® or Accelerated Reader®, plus other key content-related enhancements.

With a Mitinet subscription to Full Circle Service—Ohio (FCSO), member libraries receive:

- MARC Matching for Lexile® (as well as optional Mitinet Measures™)
- MARC Matching for Accelerated Reader®
- MARC Matching for Reading Counts®
- MARC Matching for Fountas & Pinnell®
- Subject Heading Updates (Sears, Library of Congress, Children’s LC)
- Add missing National and State of Ohio award notes

Because of a great partnership between Mitinet and INFOhio, we have maintained reasonable pricing over the decade, and that remains unchanged for the 2018-19 school year. As part of a district-wide purchase, Full Circle Service—Ohio is available to any member district for only $99.00 per campus.

The biggest change since June 2017 was an update from MetaMetrics Inc. regarding the Lexile Reading Framework®. MetaMetrics re-worked its matching algorithms for existing Lexile Measures®, resulting in changed values for roughly one-third of all existing Measures. In addition, they extended the range of Lexile scoring to include Beginning Reader (BR) materials; this added a large volume of Measures that were not previously available. Mitinet’s Matching for Lexile® service accounts for all of these updates.

If it has been two years or more since your library last subscribed to FCSO from Mitinet—or your library has never benefitted from our MARC data services—we invite you to take advantage of this special offer!

You may order through your ITC, or contact your Mitinet Representative, Justin Hoelscher, directly at 800-824-6272 ext.5219, or Justin@mitinet.com, and he is happy to assist you.